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Yugoslavia's Leading Artists Design & Illustrate Popular Editions 
 
 
The illustration and cover design of popular editions of books was one of the most prominent and 
culturally significant forms of artistic expression in Yugoslavia.  Many of the country's leading 
academic painters and sculptors, as well as top architects illustrated numerous volumes over their 
careers, and far from seeing these endeavours as 'side projects', they tended to consider their book 
commissions to be amongst their best and most serious work.  It seems that the more famous the 
artist, the more books they designed or illustrated.  

During the time of the Kingdom of Yugoslavia (1918 - 1941) artists, such as Maksim Gaspari and 
Ljubo Babić, created a new style of bibliographic design predicated upon reviving traditional Slavic 
motifs, re-invigorating them for a modern audience.  Themes of Pan-Slavism and a fascination for 
Russian literature were prominent.  This was, in part, due to a reaction to the fall of Austrian 
Habsburg hegemony, replacing Germanic motifs with those thought to be true to indigenous 
culture, even if some echoes of the Viennese Jugendstil still influence book design into the 1920s. 

The profound appreciation of literature in Yugoslavia and rising literacy rates supported a vibrant 
commercial publishing industry.  Printing houses in cities such as Belgrade, Zagreb, Ljubljana, and 
Sarajevo responded by producing low-cost issues of numerous works by both domestic and foreign 
authors.  As commercial competition was intense, the rival publishers engaged in a contest to 
engage the best artists to create the most dazzling designs and illustrations to attract readers.   
The 1930s also saw the rise of counterculture literary movements with strong anti-royalist 
tendencies, notably that of Communist authors with close ties to the Soviet Union.  Many of the 
artists who illustrated their books possessed similar political allegiances, often finding themselves 
at odds with the authorities.  
It is also notable that many of the preeminent artists responsible for book design and illustration in 
Yugoslavia during the 1930s were Jewish, and sadly many had their brilliant careers, and lives, cut 
short during the war that was to come. 
World War II saw Yugoslavia invaded and dismembered by the Axis powers.  The Yugoslav 
Partisans, the socialist resistance movement against the occupation, produced a rich corpus of 
illustrated books printed on 'underground' presses.  While usually produced upon low-quality 
paper, Partisan imprints tended the have excellent design, predicated upon a clever and artistically 
virtuous use of limited colours and improvised printing techniques. 

The Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (1945 - 1991) that rose out the turmoil of the war 
ensured that book design and illustration continued to flourish, albeit under very different 
circumstances.  The new administration dissolved the former private printing houses, but in its 
place provided robust and enthusiastic state support for publishing.  Education, literature and 
artistic expression were ideological priorities of the Socialist regime.  Literacy rates soared, while 
children and youth were encouraged to have a strong background in the works of both domestic 
authors and leading foreign writers.  The new state-owned publishing houses were given a 
mandate to produce a diverse array of titles, including local favourites, classics, as well as new  
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international bestsellers that were all to be issued in inexpensive popular editions affordable to 
virtually all Yugoslavians.  The publishing houses were given healthy budgets to contract the 
country's leading artists to design and illustrate the volumes.  These highly attractive books not 
only succeeded in engaging new generations of readers but were also viewed as sources of national 
pride, speaking to the sophistication and democratization of culture under the Socialist regime.  

The painters and architects engaged in illustrating popular books in the generation following the 
war were heavily influence by the motifs of the Yugoslav Partisans (indeed many of the era's 
leading figures, such as Ivo Šubic and France Mihelič, were prominent artists of the underground 
presses), employing thick lines and flat colours with limited variations, conveying a direct message. 
Other key influences in the 1950s included Modernism and the prevailing international style of 
bright colours and spacy forms; as well as the style of Hollywood movies, which were hugely 
popular in Yugoslavia, creating unique and often extraordinary designs.  Many of the leading artists 
in Socialist Yugoslavia, in the absence of a significant private market for their works, relied on 
commissions from the state publishers for much of their income, and so gave them their best 
creative efforts.   
In the 1960s, Yugoslavian artists were heavily influenced by Postmodernism, the French New 
Wave, psychedelic patterns, as well as 'Hippie' counterculture.  Also, traditional Yugoslavian ethnic 
patterns reappear, adapted to the new style.  This ethic prevailed well into the 1970s. 
It is notable that many of the leading book artists had long careers that spanned many stylistic and 
political eras.  For instance, the great Croatian painter Edo Murtić and his Slovenian contemporary, 
Janez Vidic, were dominant figures from the 1950s untl the 1990s.  It should also be noted that 
many of the best artists were women; while most female illustrators were originally commissioned 
to work on childrens books, some developed a far more varied repertoire, becoming leading figures 
in the artitict comminty.   
Many of the cover designs and the internal illustrations of the Yugoslavian popular editions are 
brilliant, highly original interpretations of the literary texts of the books.  Even in the case of time-
honoured classics or foreign bestsellers, the unique artistry of the Yugoslav productions renders 
them something truly special, and not merely 'another edition'. 

As the Socialist regime in Yugoslavia was much gentler than those which existed elsewhere in 
Eastern Europe, so were its censorship laws relatively lax, allowing for a relatively free intellectual 
environment.  Western readers might be surprised to learn that many famous international works 
with anti-authority themes that were censored behind the Iron Curtain, such as Joseph Heller's 
Catch-22, were not only permitted in Yugoslavia, but were amongst the most popular titles of the 
state-run publishing houses.  

The present catalogue is intended to provide a selection of some of the most virtuously designed 
popular books published in Yugoslavia between 1922 (shortly after the foundation of the 
Kingdom) and 1977 (shortly before the death of the Socialist Republic's iconic president, Josip Broz 
Tito).  However, this is only a snapshot of what is one of the richest and most impressive, yet 
internationally least understood, realms of modern bibliographic artistry.   

While many of the present titles were originally printed in sizeable print runs and issued 
inexpensively, they would have been much valued by their early owners.  However, the changing 
tastes of the 1990s and early 2000s, which eschewed everything from the old regime, as well as the 
fragile physical nature of the works themselves (especially the dustjackets) ensures that relatively 
few examples survive today, at least in good condition.  Fortunately, it is still possible for 
institutions and collectors to acquire pieces bearing the first-class work of Yugoslavia's leading 
artists for an affordable price.  
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Ljubo BABIĆ (1890-1974) 

 

Ljubo Babić (1890-1974) was one of the most active and influential artists of the 20th century and a 

professor of many successful Yugoslav artists. He was active as a painter, designer, book designer, stage 

designer, draftsman and art historian as the first director of the Zagreb Modern Gallery.  

Before WWII Babić exhibited on numberless exhibitions in Croatia, Slovenia and Serbia, in Paris (1914, 

1919, 1925), Barcelona London, Leipzig, Berlin (1936), New York (1939), Lyon, Milan and at the 

Venetian Bienale (1938). In 1932 he organized an exhibition of Yugoslav book in Leipzig.  

During WWII Ljubo Babić worked for the Independent State of Croatia, designing its flag and money.  

He was active as a book designer between 1908 and 1960. 

 

 

1. Lev Nikolayevich TOLSTOY (1828-1910), author; Josip Pasarić (1860-1937), translator; 

Ljubo BABIĆ (1890-1974), design.  

 

 

Narodne priče [Folktales] 

 

Zagreb: Matica Hrvatska 1922. 

 

8°: [2] red and black woodcuts, 142 pp. with illustrated frontispiece and title page in black and red and 

with black and white illustrations within text, [1] index, [2] red and black woodcuts, original paper 

wrappers with cover woodcut illustrations in black and red (Very Good, minor staining around the spine, 

old owner’s name on the first blank page).  

 

 

The Croatian translation of 17 folktales by Tolstoy was made by Josip Pasarić (1860-1937), a Croatian 

publicist, politician and mountaineer.  

The book is a brilliant example of an elegant book design by Ljubo Babić using flat black and red 

colours, printed from woodblocks, and simple Slavic forms. 

Worldcat lists three examples outside Croatia (City Library of Ljubljana, New York Public Library and 

Northwestern University).  

 

References: OCLC 780703258 & 42370702. 

 

220 EUR 
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Maksim GASPARI (1883-1980) 

 

Maxim Gaspari (1883-1980), a household name of illustrations in Slovenia, studied art in Vienna and 

later in Munich. 

Gaspari’s paintings and illustrations, still widely used and popular today for cards, calendars and books, 

are recognizable for the Alpine Slavic motifs, rural homey and snowy atmosphere, national clothing and 

motifs from the Slavic legends. He illustrated a series of books, which adopted his motifs, combined with 

monochrome techniques and clear surfaces, otherwise not typical for his paintings.  

 

 

2. Pavel FLERE (1883-1963), editor; Maksim GASPARI (1883-1980), cover design. 

 

Pripovedne slovenske narodne pesmi [Narrative Slovenian National Stories] 

Ljubljana: 1924 

 

8°: 168 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, [4], original tan wrappers with illustrated cover 

(Very Good, slightly age-toned). 

A simply designed pedagogical book, printed on a cheaper paper, gathers Slovenian national stories in 

verses. The editor Pavel Flere was a teacher and a pedagogue, who encouraged education for younger 

generations of all class groups and a book, such as this one, should be financially accessible also to the 

youth from unprivileged backgrounds. Each poem is accompanied by illustrations and an interpretation 

with a glossary of unfamiliar of archaic words. The last pages are left blank for notes.  

The cover illustration by Maxim Gaspari, representing a young hero saving a Slavic woman from the 

Turks, a traditional motive in the Balkan Slavic stories, originating from the Turkish invasions of the 15th 

century, is composed of simple, but effective woodcut impressions in black and brown. 

References: OCLC 7358706. 

 

85 EUR 
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SERBIAN AVANTGARDE 

COVER 
 

3. Dragiša VASIĆ (1885 - 1945), author; “S. S.”, cover design. 

 

Утисци из Русије [Utisci iz Rusije / Impressions from Russia] 

 

Belgrade: Život i rad 1928. 

8°: 105 pp., [1], original tan wrappers with lithographed illustrated cover (Very Good, tiny repaired tears 

on the spine, old manuscript in pencil on the back cover). 

 

Dragiša (Dragomir) Vasić (1885-1945) was a Serbian lawyer, politician, journalist, professor at the 

University of Belgrade, author, and vice-president of Serbian Cultural Club. He was a great admirer of 

the Soviet Union and visited the country in 1927. During WWII Vasić joined the Serbian Nationalist 

Army of Draža Mihailović but separated from Ustaše at the end of the war. He was captured by them in 

the last months of the war and executed in a prison camp.  

In the book from 1928 Vasić talks about contemporary conditions in Russia, which he visited the 

previous year. The chapter include short descriptions of places and problems such as taxes and fight 

against prostitution, sometimes as short essays and sometimes in forms of dialogues. 

The striking cover, representing the strength of the Soviet male and female workers, was made by an 

anonymous artist signed S. S.  

We could trace examples of the book in Worldcat (the Bavarian National Library, Ljubljana City Library, 

University of Wisconsin) 

 

References: OCLC 1016957970 & 441148234.  

 

380 EUR 
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MACEDONIAN 

AVANTGARDE COVER 
 

4. Antonije MUSANIĆ, author. 

 

Злобна безбожна властелинка. Историјски роман из IX. Века [The Evil Wicked Ruler. A Historical 

Novel from the 9th Century]. 

Skopje: Južna Srbija 1932. 

 

8°: 80 pp., orange wrappers with original illustrated cover with a woodcut and photomontage (Very 

Good, wrappers fragile with tiny teats and tiny loss of paper in margins, a de-accessed example form a 

library with small rubber stamps on the back of the title page and the last page, a seemingly unused 

example). 

 

A rare pamphlet with a short story in Serbian was published in 1932 in Skopje, Macedonia. The author, 

who is not well documented in the western literature, has written several short stories based on local 

historical legends.  

A highly decorative cover is composed of a woodcut and photomontage of the author’s portrait, 

combining the traditional South Slavic culture and history with modern avantgarde art directions. 

The pamphlet is very rare. We could only find two institutional copies worldwide (National Library of 

Serbia, Belgrade, and Matica Srpska Library, Novi Sad).  

 

320 EUR  
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1930s DALMATIAN 

STENCILED BOOK COVER 
 

 

 

5. Ivan LONČARIĆ PAPIĆ (1870 – 1964), author and illustrator. 

 

Paćuharije [Short Stories] 

Selce: published by the author 1933. Printed by Vinodolska tiskara, D. Knez, Crikvenica. 

 

8°: 80 pp. letterpress with black and white woodcuts within text and interleaved portrait of the author 

(slightly age-toned and stained, otherwise in a good condition, old name in blue ink on the top of the title 

page). 

 

An unusual publication in Chakavian (Čakavian), a dialect of Croatian language, spoken mostly in parts 

of Dalmatia and Istria, with a beautiful improvised stenciled cover, inspired by avantgarde, was written, 

designed and self-published by Ivan Lončarić Papić (1870 – 1964). It includes short regional stories, or 

paćuharije. The last pages are a dictionary of a local dialect.  

Lončarić Papić was an unusual figure from Selce, a picturesque village in the north part of Dalmatian 

coast, today popular among tourists. He was a local postman, collector of local history, and writer of 

hundreds of poems, books and even theatre plays, all in a local Chakavian dialect. His work and 

collection, which he left to the city, became a valuable historical source of at the time underappreciated 

coastal dialect. 

All his works are rare, because they were published by the author in small quantities. Worldcat does not 

list any institutional examples outside Croatia.  

 

References: Dr Stanko Antić, Selce-Papićeva luč, Ivan Lončarić Papić. Čakavski književnik, Selce, 

2011. 

 

150 EUR  
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Pavel BIHALY (Pavle Bihali, 1889-1941) 
 

Pavel Bihaly (or Bihali, 1889-1941), one of the most active editors, translators and designers of 1920s 

and 1930s in Yugoslavia, was born to a Jewish family of Hungarian origins in Zemun, Serbia. He 

inherited his fathers interior decorating and painting firm, and soon developed interests in design. 

Bihaly, a member of the Communist party since 1920, founded his publishing house “Nova Literatura” 

(New Literature), or short Nolit, in 1928, where he alongside with other Yugoslav authors published 

progressive literary texts and poems, influenced by modern foreign authors, with which Bihaly formed 

strong connections over the years. For Nolit, Bihaly worked as an editor, translator, writer and designer 

of covers. 

After the beginning of the war, in 1941, Bihaly went into hiding, but was soon arrested by Gestapo for 

being of Jewish origins and a known member of the Communist party. He was shot in Belgrade on July 

17, 1941. 

 

6. Isaac Emmanuilovich BABEL (1894 - 1940), author; Gustav KRKLEC (1899-1977), 

translator; Marino TARTAGLIA (1894 – 1984), illustrations; Pavel BIHALY (1889-1941), 

design. 

 

Odesa. Šest priča [Одесские рассказы / Odessa Tales]. 

Belgrade: Nolit 1930. 

 

8°: 129 pp. with black and white illustrations, [3], original brown cloth binding with gilt lettering on the 

cover and spine, blue endpapers, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, old dedication on the first 

endpaper, tiny tears on the edges of the dustjacket, otherwise a seemingly unused example). 

 

The stories on Odesa, the home town of Isaac Babel were first published as a book in 1926. These 

translations were made by a Croatia-born Yugoslav poet Gustav Krklec (1899-1977) and the illustrations 

were made by a Croatian academic painter Marino Tartaglia (1894 – 1984), 

Worldcat only lists two copies (Two libraries in Slovenia and Kent State University). 

References: OCLC  755121425 & 3924000. 

 

190 EUR  
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Pavel BIHALY (Pavle Bihali, 1889-1941) 

 

 

 

7. Jean-Richard BLOCH (1884 – 1947), author; Stevan MILOVIĆ, translator; Pavel BIHALY 

(1889-1941), design. 

 

Španija. reportaža kroz građanski rat [Espagne ! Espagne !, / Spain. A Report through the Civil War] 

Belgrade: Nolit 1936. 

 

 

8°: 187 pp. with red and black title page and illustrations within text, [2] index, original card wrappers 

with a dust jacket attached on the spine, illustrated covers (first page and edges with light foxing, dust 

jacket slightly age-toned with tiny tears in margins and hardly noticeable dents, otherwise in a good 

condition). 

 

 

A Croatian original translation of a first-hand report on the Spanish Civil War by a French author and 

critic Jean-Richard Bloch. As an open anti-Fascist, member of the Communist party and being of Jewish 

background, Bloch escaped the Nazis during WWII to the Soviet Union. 

 

Worldcat lists three examples of the book outside Croatia (University Library of Maribor, National 

Library of France, National Library of Spain). 

 

References: OCLC 443793847, 458573142 & 431673321. 

 

 

250 EUR 
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Pavel BIHALY (Pavle Bihali, 1889-1941) 

 

 

8. Maxim GORKY (1868 – 1936), author; Branislava BOJOVIĆ-KOVAČEVIĆ, translator; 

Pavel BIHALY (1889-1941), design. 

 

Moji universiteti [Мои университеты / My Universities] 

 

Belgrade: Nolit 1940. 

 

8°: 159 pp., [1], original soft card covers with dust jacket mounted over them (dust jacket in a used 

condition with small loss of paper on the corners, covers originally sloppily glued on the spine, first page 

with a tiny loss of paper in the margin and with left overs of an old paper label in the upper corner, last 

page with a small old annotation, inside in a clean, slightly age-toned condition). 

 

My Universities (Moi universitety) was the third and last part of Gorky’s autobiographical separately 

published novels, originally issued in 1923. 

 

The book is very rare. Worldcat lists a book (OCLC 755167638) with no recorded examples in the 

libraries in its system.  

 

 

220 EUR 
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Pavel BIHALY (Pavle Bihali, 1889-1941) 

 

 

9. Maxim GORKY (1868 – 1936), author; Branislava BOJOVIĆ, translator; Pavel BIHALY 

(1889-1941), design. 

 

 

Detinjstvo [Детство / My Childhood] 

 

Belgrade: Nolit 1940. 

 

 

8°: 258 pp., [1], original soft card covers with dust jacket mounted over them (dust jacket in a used 

condition with small loss of paper on the corners, covers originally sloppily glued on the spine, first page 

with left overs of an old paper label and an old signature in the upper corner, last page with a small old 

annotation, inside in a clean, slightly age-toned condition, p. 200 with original folds and wrongly cut too 

large margins). 

 

 

My Childhood (Detstvo) was the first part of Gorky’s autobiographical separately published novels, 

originally issued in 1913-14 

 

The book is very rare. Worldcat lists a book (OCLC 755167640) with no recorded examples in the 

libraries in its system.  

 

 

260 EUR 
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Franjo BRUCK (1898-?) 

 

Bruck was born to a Jewish family in Đakovo, Croatia, and worked until WWII as an author and designer. 

At the beginning of the war in Yugoslavia, in 1941 Bruck and his wife were forced to wear the signs of yellow 

stars in public. They left Zagreb to an unknown destination, probably in July of the same year and their property 

was confiscated. Their destiny remains unknown, although there are reports, they escaped through Italy. His 

brother and sister-in-law became victims of the holocaust.  

Franjo Bruck’s most notable book-covers are designs for dust jackets for collected works by Miroslav Krleža 

(1893 –1981), published in 1930s by Minerva press, which is until today one of the most famous Croatian literary 

series.  

Minerva was a Zagreb-based progressive publishing house, which in 1932 started a project of publishing collected 

works of Miroslav Krleža, some of which were published before as books or in the newspapers, and some 

unpublished works. The series was planned to have 18 volumes.  

By 1934, when only nine books were published, all of which bore dust-jackets with photomontage covers by 

Franjo Bruck, the further publications were cancelled by the state, due to Krleža’s political tone and his 

involvement with the communist party. Bruck’s dustjackets were massively stripped from the already published 

books and are today rare. 

 

10. Miroslav KRLEŽA (1893 –1981), author; Franjo BRUCK (1898-?), cover design 

 

Simfonije [Symphonies]. 

Zagreb: Minerva 1933. 

 

8°: 182 pp., [1], original brown linen hard covers with embossed orange and gilt title on the cover and spine, 

original illustrated paper dust jacket (Very Good, dust jacket with minor wear on the edges and repaired tears on 

the spine). 

 

A collection of six poems Pan, Podnevna simfonija, Suton, Nokturno, Sodomski bakanal and Ulica u jesenje jutro, 

was written, revised and gathered under a joined title Symphonies by a Croatian poet Miroslav Krleža (1893 –

1981), who is considered as the greatest Croatian author of the 20th century. 

The six poems were published separately from 1916 on. Krleža has been planning on revising them and connecting 

them in a Book of Symphonies sice 1923. The project was not realised until eleven years later, when the poems 

were finally published separately in a series of Krleža’s work, published by a Zagreb based publishing house 

Minerva. 

At the time Krleža was a strong supporter of the Communist movement, which was at the time illegal in the 

Kingdom of Yugoslavia and was seen as one of the most prominent figures by the Croatian Communists. 

In the late 1930 Miroslav Krleža started changing his views on the Communism and opposing the radical 

Stalinism, which was followed by a fallout with a Croatian Communist Party, founded in 1937.     

References: OCLC 38656308 & 254311491. SIMFONIJE. LEKSIKOGRAFSKI ZAVOD MIROSLAV KRLEŽA 

2012 (http://krlezijana.lzmk.hr/clanak.aspx?id=2111). 

 

280 EUR 
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Franjo BRUCK (1898-?) 

 

 

11. Miroslav KRLEŽA (1893 –1981), author; Franjo BRUCK (1898-?), cover design 

 

 

U logoru. Vučjak [In the Concentration Camp. A Wolfdog.]. 

Zagreb: Minerva 1934. 

 

 

8°: 234 pp., [1], original brown linen hard covers with embossed orange and gilt title on the cover and 

spine, original illustrated paper dust jacket (Very Good, light foxing on edges, dust jacket with minor 

wear and restored tiny holes on the edges and tiny repaired tears). 

 

 

The two dramas in one volume were first published in 1922. In the same year as this book was issued, the 

Krleža series by the publishing house Minerva was stopped for his radical political views and the book 

covers by Bruck underwent censorship. 

 

References: OCC 254311346 & 889377320. 

 

 

280 EUR 
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Julije MEISSNER (Julius W. Meiszner, 1906 - 

1979) 

 

Meiszner studied at the Zagreb Art Academy, and later in Munich and Paris. In 1927 he returned to 

Zagreb, where he became known as a painter of landscapes, portraits and genres. Julius Meiszner also 

became the leading illustrator for the encyclopedia of Croatia. After WWI, in 1957, Meiszner moved to 

Switzerland, where he died in Zurich in 1979. 

 

12. Georges FERRÉ, author; Sloven SMODLAKA (1907-1977), translator; Julije MEISSNER 

(Julius W. Meiszner, 1906 - 1979), cover design. 

 

Robijaši, kolonisti i Kanaci [Bagnards, colons et canaques] 

Binoza: Zagreb [circa 1933]. 

 

8°: 158 pp., [1] blank, red cloth binding with gilt embossed lettering on the cover and spine, original 

illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, first four pages with minor staining, otherwise a seemingly unread 

example, dust jacket with minor wear and tiny, partly repaired tears and paper loss in margins).  

This is the first and only translation of a French novel on the slavery and relations between the Oceania 

and France Bagnards, colons et canaques (1932) to Croatian. The translator was Sloven Smodlaka, a 

Yugoslav lawyer and intellectual, who in WWII fought for the Partisans. Smodlaka quotes the book was 

translated with the permission of the author.  

The cover, made by Meissner, shows the stylized portraits of a slave colonialist and Kanak and a ma of 

the New Caledonia with a part of the Pacific Ocean in the backgrounds.  

Worldcat only lists two examples (Bavarian National Library and Maribor University Library, Slovenia). 

References: OCLC 441760345 & 162910817. 

 

240 EUR 

  

https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1906
https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1979
https://www.worldcat.org/search?q=au%3ASmodlaka%2C+Sloven.&qt=hot_author
https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1906
https://hr.wikipedia.org/wiki/1979
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BINOZA PUBLISHING 

HOUSE 
 

13. Ilya Grigoryevich EHRENBURG (1891-1967), author; Stjepan KRANJČEVIĆ, translator; 

ANONYMOUS cover designer. 

 

10 H. P. Kronika našeg vremena [10 Л.С. Хроника нашего времени / 0 H.P. A Chronicle of Our 

Times]. 

Zagreb: Binoza [circa 1933]. 

8°: 225 pp., [7], original orange cloth binding with gilt lettering on the cover and on the spine, original 

illustrated dustjacket, patterned endpapers (Very Good, edges with light foxing, dust jacket with tiny, 

partly repaired tears in margins). 

 

The first Croatian translation of  10 L.S. Khronika nashego vremeni (10 Л.С. Хроника нашего времени) 

by a Jewish Soviet writer and Bolshevik revolutionary, Ilya Grigoryevich Ehrenburg (1891-1967) was 

published in Zagreb in the early 1930s with a stunning dust jacket with a photomontage by an 

annonymous artist. The novel was written in Russian language in 1929 and first published in 1931. 

Binoza publishing house in Zagreb, was issuing in the early 1930s similar revolutionary modern original 

texts and translations, accompanied by striking modernist dustjackets, as Minerva in Zagreb, Croatia, and 

Nolit in Belgrade, Serbia. Unlike these two publishing houses, who were using the same artists for series 

of publications, Binoza was hiering designers and artists for individual publications and some of the 

covers, like this one, are not signed. This design was probably made by the same artist as Tvornica sanja 

(see the enxt item). 

The book is today very rare. The only example we could find outside Croatia is at the Bavarian State 

Library. 

 

References: OCLC 162870269.  

 

320 EUR 
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BINOZA PUBLISHING 

HOUSE 
 

14. Ilya Grigoryevich EHRENBURG (1891-1967), author; Iso VELIKANOVIĆ, translator; 

ANONYMOUS cover designer. 

 

Tvornica Sanja [Фабрика снов / The Dream Factory]. 

Zagreb: Binoza [circa 1933]. 

8°: 258 pp.with illustrations within text, [1], original black cloth binding with gilt lettering on the cover 

and on the spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, edges with light foxing, dust jacket with 

tiny, partly repaired tears in margins, tiny loss of paper on the edges and in the upper part of the spine). 

 

The book with astunning cover with a photomontage, composed of movie scenes, influenced by Fritz 

Lang's Metropolis from 1927, is the first Croatian translation of  a novel on the film industry Fabrika 

snov (Фабрика снов) by a Jewish Soviet writer and Bolshevik revolutionary, Ilya Grigoryevich 

Ehrenburg (1891-1967).  

Binoza publishing house in Zagreb, was issuing in the early 1930s similar revolutionary modern original 

texts and translations, accompanied by striking modernist dustjackets, as Minerva in Zagreb, Croatia, and 

Nolit in Belgrade, Serbia. Unlike these two publishing houses, who were using the same artists for series 

of publications, Binoza was hiering designers and artists for individual publications and some of the 

covers, like this one, are not signed. This cover was probably made by the same annonymous artist as the 

cover of 10 H. P. (see the previous item).  

The book is today very rare. We could trace two examples in institutions, listed on Worldcat (Bavarian 

State Library and Ljubljana City Library). 

References: OCLC 755147592 & 162870275. 

 

320 EUR 
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BINOZA PUBLISHING 

HOUSE 
 

15. Albert LONDRES (1884 – 1932) author; Josip BOGNER, translator; Zdenka TURKALJ 

(1897-?), cover design. 

 

Put u Buenos Aires [Le Chemin de Buenos Aires / Road to Buenos Aires] 

Zagreb: Binoza [circa 1936].  

 

8°: 256 pp., original red cloth binding with gilt lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated dust 

jacket (Very Good, light stain in the margins of pp. 202-203, dust jacket slightly worn on the edges). 

 

A first Croatian translation of a French novel on people trafficing Le Chemin de Buenos Aires Londres 

was translated in the beginning of the 1930 for the progressive publishng house Binoza. representative of 

the investigative journalism, publishing numberless publications on encounters of difficult political and 

moral situations from all over the world. The novel was first published in French in 1927. Five years 

later, approximately at the time of this publication, Londres was killed in a fire on an ocean liner, taking 

him from China to France. The book  

Binoza publishing house, was like Minarva and Nolit known for its modern book covers. This one was 

designed by an academic painted Zdenka Turkalj. The motif of a prostitute was taken from a German 

movie Die Dreigroschenoper, recorded in 1931.  

Worldcat only lists one example outside Croatian libraries (City Library of Ljubljana). 

References: OCLC 780742465.  

 

220 EUR  
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BINOZA PUBLISHING 

HOUSE 
16. Karel ČAPEK (1890-1938), author; Boško VRAČAREVIĆ, translation; ANONYMOUS cover 

designer. 

 

Prva smjena [První parta/ The First Shift] 

Zagreb: Binoza 1938.  

 

8°: 188 pp., [1], original black cloth binding with gilt lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated dust 

jacket (Very Good, old owner’s stamp on the first blank endpaper, old bookdealer’s blind stamp on the 

bottom of the title page, dust jacket slightly dusty and minor staining and with tiny partly repaired tears and 

loss of paper in the margins) 

 

The first Croatian translation of Karel Čapek‘s work První parta was published was published one year after 

its original first edition in Czech language, in 1937, and only two months before Čapek‘s sudden death on 

December 25, 1938. The story, which only spreads over the time of two or three days, analyses the 

development of personal relations between poeple towards friendship, courage and solidarity in extreme 

situations, in this case saving men from a mine shaft after an accident.  

Čapek gathered the material on the life of the miners for the novel, which was adapted for a movie in 1959, in 

a Bohemian minig town Kladno. 

Čapek was at the time a widely popular Bohemian writer of novels with a socially critical note, as well as an 

author of science fiction novels, such as R. U. R., where he introduced the word Robot to the literature, and 

comical novels, such as a series of short stories of his dog Dašenka, which were later made into a cartoon, 

followed by the most countries of the Eastern Block. His brother was another famous Czech author and 

avantgarde designer Josef Čapek.  

Karel Čapek was a strong critic of the Fascism and was declared “the public enemy number two” by the 

Nazis. When they invaded Czechoslovakia, the Gestapo was unaware of his death and raided his house with 

an arrest warrant. His white was arrested as well as his brother, who later died at the Bergen-Belsen 

concentration camp. 

The original dust jacket is decorated with monochrome illustration of miners, made by an anonymous 

Croatian author. 

Worldcat only lists one example outside Croatian libraries (City Library of Ljubljana). 

References: OCLC 439328475. 

180 EUR 
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Marko ŽUPANČIČ (1914-2007) 

 

Marko Župančič, was an architect, illustrator and a son of a famous Slovenian author Oton Župančič. 

Marko was a student of the architect Jože Plečnik, and at the beginning of WWII in Le Corbusier’s studio 

in Paris. He returned to Ljubljana in 1940 and joined the underground resistance during WWII, where he 

worked as a designer of propaganda flyers and forger of documents.  

Caught by the Fascist, Župančič was first sent to the Gonars concentration camp, and later to Dachau, 

where he was a co-worker at the prisoners’ newspaper Dahavski poročevalec. He was the author of only 

two known printed maps, we are aware of, of the Dachau concentration camp, made by the prisoners. 

After the war he was working as a draftsman of large architectural projects in Yugoslavia.   

Župančič’s work as a book designer is not well researched.  

 

17. Oton ŽUPANČIČ (1878-1949), author; Marko ŽUPANČIČ (1914-2007), cover design.  

 

Zimzelen pod snegom [Evergreen under the Snow]. 

 

Ljubljana: DZS 1945 

8°: 105 pp., [3], original card wrappers with illustrated cover, lettering on spine (Very Good, slightly age 

toned on edges, old owner’s name on first blank page). 

 

The first edition of Oton Župančič’s poems Evergreen under the Snow was published immediately after 

WWII, printed on a cheap paper and with a card cover decorated with a simple, but effective woodcut (or 

linocut?) illustration representing snow on the grounds with a pattern of green leaves and bird’s feet. 

The cover design was made by Oton’s son Marko Župančič, an engineer of architecture by education, 

who in April of the same year returned from the Dachau concentration camp, where he was imprisoned 

during a large part of the war. 

Oton Župančič was one of the most beloved Slovenian / Yugoslavian authors and this collection of 

poems was reprinted many times in the next decades. 

 

References: OCLC 504487525 & 444129967. 

 

75 EUR 
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France MIHELIČ (1907-1998) 

 

France Mihelič (1907-1998) was a prominent academic painter and professor at the Art Academy of 

Ljubljana. Mihelič studied at the Art Academy in Zagreb between 1927 and 1931. During WWII he 

joined the partisans, where he worked at the art department of the underground press, with improvised 

printing methods for book illustration and propaganda. 

After the war Mihelič became a professor at the Art Academy in Ljubljana and one of the leading 

Yugoslav artists of the 20th century.  

 

 

18. Lovro KUHAR, nom de plume Prežihov VORANC (1893 - 1950), author;  France 

MIHELIČ (1907-1998), illustrations and design.  

 

Solzice [Lilies of the Valley]. 

Ljubljana: Mladinska Knjiga 1949. 

 

8°: 106 pp. with black and white illustrations, [3], original paper wrappers with illustrated front cover 

(Very Good, wrappers with a tiny chip on a corner of back cover, edges with minimal wear, originally 

printed on low-quality rough age-toned paper, a seemingly unused example). 

 

A simple book cover for the first edition of still widely popular children’s story Solzice, printed from a 

linocut and black ink, was made on a cheap paper in the times of rationing after the war. The simple lines 

on the blue background symbolize the shapes of the lilies of the valley, which is the tile of the novel.  

The author of the cover was a prominent academic painter France Mihelič (1907-1998).  

Three libraries outside Slovenia hold copies of the book (Bibliothèque nationale de France, the British 

Library and Indiana University). 

 

References: OCLC 459615387 & 42721750. 

 

65 EUR 

  

https://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/1893
https://sl.wikipedia.org/wiki/1950
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Tone KRALJ (1900-1975) 

 

Tone Kralj (1900-1975) is known for his mural paintings and sculptures, as well as for his book 

illustrations. Schooled at the academy in Prague as a sculptor between 1920-23, he continued his studies 

in Vienna, Paris and Venice.    

Before and during WWII, Kralj lived on the area, belonging to the Fascist Italy (Gorizia and Trieste 

area), where he was painting large murals in Slovenian churches with a strong anti-Fascist iconography, 

which was never discovered or destroyed by the Italians.  The characteristics of Kralj’s art are 

monumental figures with heavy shadows, made in the tradition of art deco. 

 

19. Venceslav WINKLER (1907 – 1975), author; Tone Kralj (1900-1975), illustrator. 

 

Petelinje pero [The Rooster’s Feather] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1947. 

 

8°: 91 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, [2], original card boards with illustrated cover, 

linen spine with brown lettering, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, seemingly unused example, 

dust jacket slightly dusty with minor wear and age-toning). 

 

A novel for the youth, set in the atmosphere of a Slovenian peasant revolt of 1515, was published in 

Ljubljana, at the time Yugoslavia, in 1947, a post-WWII communist sphere, much in favour of such 

stories.  

The Slovenian author Venceslav Winkler (1907 – 1975) was active as an author of children’s books 

before and after WWII. In WWII, he was a partisan and was caught and imprisoned in a concentration 

camp on the island Rab.  

The powerful dust jacket and cover design, as well as the illustrations within text are a work of Tone 

Kralj.  

This example comes from a de-accessed archive / library of a publishing house and is seemingly unused. 

According to the Worldcat the only copy outside the Slovenian libraries is held at the British Library 

(OCLC 504691207). 

 

65 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

Edo Murtić (1921–2005) was one of the most active versatile Croatian artists of the second half of the 20th century 

and a synonym for a Croatian book design of the time. 

Schooled at the Art Academy in Zagreb and Belgrade, he joined the partisan movement as an artist for 

underground pamphlets and propaganda. In 1944, he was a co-author, together with Zlatko Prica, of illustrations of 

one of the most beautiful underground books from WWII made, titled Jama, with a poem by Ivan "Goran" Kovačić 

(1913 - 1943). 

After the war Murtić worked as a painter, ceramic designer, mosaic draftsman, book designer and draftsman of 

public monuments. He also participated at the international exhibitions and received various international awards. 

As a nationwide popular and recognizable artist his book design was used for numberless massively produced 

novels, poems and pamphlets, most of which survive today in libraries and private homes in a heavily used 

condition or without dust jackets. 

We are presenting here only a small fraction of his works. Edo Murtić’es book design deserves a research of its 

own. 

 

20. Jean-Paul SARTRE (1905-1980), author; Tin UJEVIĆ (i. e. Augustin Josip Ujević, 1891-

1955), translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Mučnina [La Nausée / Nausea].  

Zagreb: Zora 1952. 

 

8°: 206 pp. with interleaved author’s portrait, [1], card wrappers with printed title, illustrated dust jacket 

originally mounted on spine (dust jacket slightly dusty and scuffed on the corners with a small loss of 

paper around the spine and edges, soft folds in the lower corner of the first pages, a minor water satin in 

the lower corner of the portrait).  

 

The Croatian translation by Sartre’s La Nausée was made by a famous Croatian poet Tin Ujević (born 

Augustin Josip Ujević, 1891-1955), which many consider the greatest Croatian peoet of the 20th century.  

Worldcat does not register any copies outside the countries of ex-Yugoslavia. 

References: OCLC 455882099.  

 

120 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

21. Ervin ŠINKO (Hungarian Ervin Sinkó; born Franz Spitzer, 1898 - 1967), author; Edo 

MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Sablast kruži Evropom: članci, rasprave i predavanja (1948.-1951.) [A Wraith is Circulating above 

Europe. Reports, Discussions and Lectures. 1948-1951]. 

Zagreb: Zora 1951.  

 

8°: 325 pp., [1], illustrated card wrappers, illustrated dust jacket originally mounted on spine (dust jacket 

slightly scuffed on the corners with a small loss of paper around the spine, old Yugoslav institution stamp 

with an annotation on the first page, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

A book with articles on Yugoslav-Soviet relations, censorship and analysis of a situation after the Tito-

Stalin fall-out in 1948, which caused ceasing all the communication between Yugoslavia and the Soviet 

Union, was written by a Yugoslav-Hungarian lawyer and professor of Jewish origins Ervin Šinko in 

1952, a year before Stalin’s death, when the situation started normalizing.  

The stunning book cover with a photomontage representing a psychedelic hypnotizing ghost circulation 

above people was made by Edo Murtić. 

Ervin Šinko (Hungarian Ervin Sinkó; 1898 - 1967) was born as Franz Spitzer in the Jewish-Hungarian 

minority in Apatin, Austria-Hungary, in today’s Serbia. After being drafted during WWI, Šinko soon 

became a sympathizer of the communist movement and lived abroad, publishing in Hungarian language 

with a passionate interest in the Hungarian revolution and the Soviet Union. During WWII he was 

arrested by the Fascist and sent to the prison camp. After the capitulation of Italy Ervin Šinko joined the 

Yugoslav partisans. After WWII, he was lecturing and publishing in Croatian and Hungarian language, 

and was also a founder of the Hungarian department at the university of Novi Sad. In 1952, Šinko 

published this book in Hungarian translation Kisértet járja be Európa̋t: irások és előadások (1948-1951). 

The second Croatian edition was printed in 1982.  

References: OCLC 437431069 & 504471851. 

 

95 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

22. Frank NORRIS (1870-1902), author; Šime BALEN (1912-2004), translator; Edo MURTIĆ 

(1921–2005), design. 

 

Polip [The Octopuss. A Story of California] 

Zagreb: Zora 1954. 

 

8°: 503 pp. with title page and frontispiece in red and black, black and white map on p. 7, illustrated card 

boards and illustrated tan cloth spine, original illustrated dustjacket, illustrated yellow endpapers (old 

rubber stamp with owner‘s name on the first endpaper and five on the next pages, dust jacket with tiny 

partly repaired tears, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

This is a Croatian translation of Frank Norris’s novel The Octopus: A Story of California  first published 

1901 with a beautiful mid-century design cover by Edo Murtić. The translator was a known Croatian 

author, journalist and translator Šime Balen (1912-2004), who was in the 1940s living in the United 

States as a director of TANJUG. He was responsible from the translations of some of the biggest world's 

classics in Croatian language.  

We could not find any examples on Worldcat. 

 

95 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

23. Stephen CRANE (1871-1900), author; Dušan ĆURČIJA, translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–

2005), design. 

 

Maggie. Djevojka ulice i druga proza [Maggie: A Girl of the Streets] 

Zagreb: Zora 1954. 

 

8°: 222 pp. with title page in red and black, [1], original black and white card boards and blck spine with 

white lettering, original dust jacket (light old glue staining on the last two pages, light foxing on edges 

and on the top of the back board, dust jacket slightly stained with small scratches and partly repaired 

tears and with small loss of paper on he edges and in the lower front part, otherwise in a good condition).  

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

A Croatian 1954 translation of an 1893 novella by American author Stephen Crane (1871–1900) Maggie: 

A Girl of the Streets was published in Zagreb with a striking beatnik-style printed covers and woodcut 

dust jacket by Edo Murtić. 

Worldcat lists one copy outside Croatia (County and Study Library, Murska Sobota). 

 

References: OCLC 440070553.  

 

95 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

24. Fernando de ROJAS (circa 1470 - 1541), author; Vojmir VINJA, (1921-2007), translator; 

Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Celestina. Ili tragikomedija o Kalistu i Melibeji [La Celestina. Comedia de Calisto y Melibea] 

Zagreb: Zora 1957. 

 

8°: 301 pp. with title page and frontispiece in red and black, original illustrated card boards, black 

lettering on tan cloth spine, original illustrated dustjacket, illustrated yellow endpapers (old owner's name 

on the top of front endpapers, dust jacket with minor staining and with partly repaired tiny tears and 

small loss of paper on the corners, otherwise in a good condition).  

 

A Croatian translation of a classic text La Celestina was made by a Dubrovnik-born linguist, Romanist, 

Hispanist, and professor Vojmir Vinja (1921-2007) and was based on the 1499 Spanish original. 

The illustration in the style of 15th century wood-cuts with a touch of the late 1950s aesthetics on the 

book cover, which repeats on the dustjacket, was made by Edo Murtić.  

Worldcat does not list any institutional copies outside Croatia.  

 

75 EUR  
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

25. Jorge ICAZA (1906 – 1978), author; Ivan VEČERINA, translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), 

design. 

 

Zli duhovi [Huairapamushcas / Sons of the Wind or here: Evil Ghosts]. 

Zagreb: Zora 1957.  

 

8°: 154 pp. with title page in black and red, [1], illustrated card boards, black lettering on the tan cloth 

spine, original illustrated dust jacket (minor foxing on the edges and last pages, cover with hardly 

noticeable wear, dust jacket slightly stained and with tiny tears and loss of paper on the edges, a tiny loss 

of paper in the back lower part of the spine, overall in a good condition).  

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

A Croatan translation of an Ecuadorian novel Huairapamushcas was issued in Zagreb nine years after its 

first edition, published in 1948. The cover design, which repeats on the dustjacket, showcasing 

indigenous masks in forms and colours of mid-century modern was made by Edo Murtić.  

Worldcat does not list any institutional copies outside Croatia.  

 

95 EUR  
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

26. Axel MUNTHE (1857-1949), author; Maruška HALER, translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–

2005), design. 

 

San Michele [The Story of San Michele]. 

Zagreb: Zora 1957.  

 

8°: 406 pp. with title page in black and red, [3], original illustrated cover, blue lettering on white cloth 

spine, original illustrated dust jacket (a tiny dent in the margin of the first pages, dust jacket with very 

light water staining visible on the inner side and tiny tears in margins, spine slightly age-toned, in overall 

in a good condition).  

 

The first Croatian translation of memoires of a Swedish physician Axel Munthe, originally published in 

English language in 1929, was issued by Zora publishing house in 1957 with a mid-century cover design 

and dust jacket by Edo Murtić. 

Worldcat lists the book with no recorded institutions holding a copy (OCLC 438312801).   

 

85 EUR  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sweden
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Axel_Munthe
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

27. Miodrag BULATOVIĆ (1930-1991), author; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Vuk i zvono [The Wolf and the Bell]. 

Zagreb: Zora 1958.  

 

8°: 343 pp. with title page in black and red, [1], original boards with black lettering, red lettering on 

white cloth spine, original illustrated dust-jacket (hardly noticeable foxing on the spine, dust jacket with 

minimal wear and tiny tears on edges, overall in a good condition).  

 

The first edition of a novel by a young Montenegrin Serbian writer Miodrag Bulatović (1930-1991) was 

published in Zagreb in 1958 with a striking woodcut cover design by Edo Murtić. 

Bulatović, who wrote his first book with 16 and lived in exile in Paris between 1965-1966 for mocking 

the Yugoslav partisans in one of his books, entered the politics in the 1970, defending the Serbian 

nationalism, which made his exceedingly unpopular among other Yugoslav nations. He was known for 

his antisemitic attitude, was in favour of banning the Slovenian language in Yugoslavia and was later a 

strong supporter of Slobodan Milošević. 

 

References: OCLC 253426340, 876395928 & 939226659.  

 

110 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

28. Camil PETRESCU (1894-1957), author; Aurel GAVRILOV, translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Prokrustova postelja [Patul lui Procust / The Bed of Procrustes]. 

Zagreb: Naprijed 1961. 

 

8°: 330 pp. [3], original illustrated grey boards, white linen spine with black lettering, original illustrated 

dust jacket (very light foxing on the spine, dust jacket slightly scuffed on edges and with tiny repaired 

tears, spine slightly age-toned and with tiny scratches and tiny loss of paper on the top, overall in a good 

condition).  

 

The first Croatian translation of a Romanian novel Patul lui Procust by Camil Petrescu, a founder of the 

Romanian modern novel. Edo Murtić’s design of colourful faces in mid-century modern style repeats on 

the cover and on the dust-jacket.  

Worldcat does not record any institutional copies outside Croatia.  

 

95 EUR  
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

29. Juan GOYTISOLO (1931 - 2017), author; Ljubica TOPIĆ, translator; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Varke [Juegos de manos / The Young Assassins] 

Zagreb: Zora 1962. 

 

8°: 215 pp. with title page in black and red, original grey boards with black lettering, white cloth spine 

with black lettering, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, minimal wear on the edges of the 

dustjacket).  

 

The first Croatian translation of a Spanish novel Juegos de manos by Juan Goytisolo from 1954 was 

published in Zagreb in 1962 with a book design by an academic artist Edo Murtić.  

Worlcat records the book with no known examples outside Croatia (OCLC 804090098). 

 

95 EUR  
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

30. Zvonimir BALOG - Josip BIŠKUP - Petar BREČIĆ - Branko CVETKOVIĆ - Ivan GORIUP - Nada IVELJIĆ - 

Đorđe JANJATOVIĆ, authors; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Knjiga sedmorice [The Book of the Seven] 

Zagreb: Lykos 1957 

 

Small 8°: 107 pp., [2], tan card wrappers, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, dust jacket with a 

light scratch on the right-hand side on the cover, tiny, partly repaired tears, spine slightly age-toned and 

dusty). 

 

A smaller book with poems by seven contemporary Yugoslav poets was published in Zagreb in 1957 in 

the series Mala Biblioteka poezije (Small Library of Poetry) with a seemingly erotic cover by Edo 

Murtić. The introduction mentions this is the first in the series to present the work of the youngest 

generation of contemporary poets. 

Worldcat mentions examples at the Bavarian State Library, British Library and four examples in 

Slovenian libraries. Other copies appear to be electronic reproductions.  

References: OCLC 562003089, 449695134 and 641860633. 

 

95 EUR 
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Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005) 

 

 

31. VLADO GOTOVAC (1930-2000); author; Edo MURTIĆ (1921–2005), design. 

 

Opasni prostor [Dangerous Space] 

Zagreb: Mladost 1961. 

 

Small 8°: 79 pp., [2], tan card wrappers, original illustrated dust jacket originally pasted on the spine 

(Very Good, dust jacket with minor wear on the corners and repaired small tears on the back). 

 

A collection of poems by a Croatian poet Vlado Gotovac (1930-2000), who in 1990s became a popular 

politician and an open opponent of Franjo Tuđman, was published by a progressive liberal publishing 

house Mladost (Youth), previously known as Lykos. Gotovac was a member of a movement demanding 

political and economic reform, which eventually led to the Croatian Spring in the early 1970s. 

Edo Murtić was an author of the cover in abstract expressionistic style, typical for his artwork. 

 

References: OCLC 751294855 &  

 

95 EUR 
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Miljenko STANČIĆ (1926-1977) 
 

 

Miljenko Stančić was a Croatian academic painted, and a member of so called Grupa Petorice (Group of 

Five), in the 1950s. The style of his work, for which are typical cubists forms, has been described as 

surrelism or magic realism.  

 

32. Emile ZOLA (1840-1902), author; Jerka BELAN, translator; Miljenko STANČIĆ (1926-

1977), designer. 

 

Osvajanje Plassansa [La Conquête de Plassans] 

Zagreb: Seljačka sloga 1955.  

 

8°: 262 pp., [1], original illustrated covers (paper slightly age-toned, binding slightly worn, a short crack 

on the edge of the spine). 

 

The cover, made for a Croatian translation of Zola‘s La Conquête de Plassans, was drafted by the 

academic painter Miljenko Stančić and it shows artist’s characteristic cubist lines, mixed with flat 

shadowing with a strong influence of the mid-century design. 

Worldcat does not list any examples in libraries.  

 

70 EUR 
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Zlatko PRICA (1916-2003) 

 

Zlatko Prica was a famous Croatian artist. Prica studied art in Zagreb and received a scholarship for Paris on 

the eve of WWII. During the war he joined the partisans, where he produced, together with Edo Murtić one 

of his most famous works – a series of lithographs for the poem Jama by Ivan Goran Kovačić, made by 

an underground press, which is today considered one of the most beautiful publications from WWII.  

After the war, Prica lived in Paris and Brazil. Eventually he moved back to Zagreb, where he worked as a 

professor at the Academy.  His art was strongly influenced by contemporary art from abroad, especially 

by Picasso’s work. 

 

 

33. George MILLAR (1910–2005), author; Marula MARDEŠIĆ – Petar MARDEŠIĆ, 

translators; Zlatko PRICA (1916-1003), designer.  

 

Maquis. Podzemni rat u Francuskoj [Maquis] 

Zagreb: Mladost 1958. 

 

8°: 286 pp., [1], original white card wrappers, illustrated dustjacket originally pasted on the spine (Very 

Good, dustjacket slightly worn and dusty). 

 

A Croatian translation of Millar’s work on his involvement with the French resistance during the war was 

designed by Zlatko Prica, himself a member of the resistance.  

Worldcat does not list any examples in libraries.  

 

95 EUR 
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Fedor VAIĆ (1910-1987) 

 

Fedor Vaić was a Croatian academic artist, who specialized in black and white drawing, which was 

publishing in newspapers. Vaić was an author of over 250 book designs.  

 

34.  Alexander Alexandrovich FADEYEV (1901-1956), author; Ružica BONAČI-JANOVIĆ, 

translator; Fedor VAIĆ (1910-1987), designer.  

 

Poraz [Razgrom / The Rout] 

Zagreb: Zora 1958. 

 

8°: 178 pp., original orange paper binding with black lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated 

dust jacket (Very Good, seemingly unused example, dust jacket with minor wear, tiny tears in margins, 

very light scratches on the back of the spine on the dustjacket). 

 

Fedor Vaić’es design for a dustjacket of a Croatian translation of Fadeyev’s novel Razgrom first 

published in Moscow in 1927 brilliantly uses the artist’s skill of drawing and his use of black colour. 

Worldcat does not list any examples in libraries.  

 

65 EUR  
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Boris DOGAN (1923-1992) 
 

Boris Dogan was a Croatian academic artist. He was making book, costume and stage designs, posters, 

tapestries, and paintings. Dogan was a member of the art group Mart. 

 

 

35. Wolfgang Hoffmann HARNISCH (1893-1965), author; Vlatko ŠARIĆ, translator, Boris 

DOGAN (1923-1992), designer. 

 

Mrtav je Manitu Roman iz rane povijesti Sjeverne Amerike [Manitus Welt versinkt] 

Zagreb: Prosvjeta 1960 

 

 

8°: 307 pp., [2], original white boards with illustrated cover, white linen spine with lettering, original 

illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, hardly noticeable foxing on the spine and edges, dust jacket with 

minimal wear). 

 

For the dust jacket design of a Croatian translation of Manitus Welt versinkt (Manitu’s World is Sinking), 

Dogan used motifs from the art and mythology of Native Americans, and transformed them to at the time 

popular forms of the mid-century style.   

Worldcat only lists one example in libraries (Deutsch Nationalbibliothek). 

 

References: OCLC 72347113. 

 

65 EUR 
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Svetozar KRIŽAJ (1921-1996). 

 

Svetozar Križaj (1921-1996) was a Slovenian architect, who studied at Jože Plečnik and Edo Ravnikar. 

He was an authors of several famous 1950s public buildings and projects and was known as a designer of 

some classic mid-century Yugoslav objects. The Metropolitan Museum picked up on his work for the 

exhibition Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia, 1948–1980. 

 

36. Herman MELVILLE (1819 – 1891), author; Gitica JAKOPIN (1928-1996), translator; 

Svetozar KRIŽAJ (1921-1996), designer.  

 

Typee 

Koper: Lipa 1958.  

 

8°: 303 pp., VI, [1], original illustrated boards, yellow cloth spine with black lettering, original illustrated 

dustjacket, spine slightly stained, dust jacket with tiny tears and a small loss of paper in the lower part on 

the front. 

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

A beautiful mid-century modern dust jacket for the translation of the Melville‘s novel was made by the 

architect Svetozar Križaj. The boards are designed in a contrasting dye pattern. 

According to the Worldcat the only two libraries holding the copies outside Slovenian institutions are 

Cleveland Public Library and California State Library. 

References: OCLC 7327160. Krečič, Peter: Križaj, Svetozar (1921–1996). Slovenska biografija. 

Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. 

http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi1016270/#primorski-slovenski-biografski-leksikon (21. 

januar 2019). Izvirna objava v: Primorski slovenski biografski leksikon: 8. snopič Kacin - Križnar, 2. 

knjiga. Ur. Martin Jevnikar Gorica, Goriška Mohorjeva družba, 1982.  

 

65 EUR  
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Milan BIZOVIČAR (1927 – 2006).  

 

Milan Bizovičar (1927 – 2006) studied painting at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana after the war. 

He was especially known for his illustrations of children’s book, which brought him many national 

awards for best illustrator of the year.  

 

37. Mimi MALENŠEK (1919-1912), author; Milan BIZOVIČAR (1927 – 2006), design.  

 

Tecumseh. Indijanska kronika 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1959.  

 

8°: 303 with original black and white illustrations within text, illustrated orange boards, black cloth spine 

with gilt lettering, original dust jacket (Very Good, tiny tears in the margins dustjacket). 

 

A novel on a Native American warrior and chief Tecumseh was written by Mimi Malenšek (1919-1912), 

who is known as the most productive Slovenian female author of the 20th century. A choice of a subject is 

not unusual, because the people of Yugoslavia were familiar with the stories, written by Catholic 

missionaries on the Native Americans. Also the novels on a fictional Native American hero Winnetou by 

Karl May were exceedingly popular in Yugoslavia. In the early 1960s the famous German Winnetou 

movies were recorded in Croatia.  

The dust jacket and the boards were illustrated with Native American motifs by an academic painter 

Milan Bizovičar (1927 – 2006). 

References: OCLC 7326301. Globočnik, Damir: Bizovičar, Milan (1927–2006). Slovenska biografija. 

Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. 

http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi1018630/#novi-slovenski-biografski-leksikon (22. januar 

2019). Izvirna objava v: Novi Slovenski biografski leksikon: 2. zv. B-Bla. Ur. Barbara Šterbenc Svetina et 

al. Ljubljana, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2017.  

 

75 EUR  
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Andrej NOVAK (1935 – 2016). 

 

 

Andrej Novak (1935 – 2016) was a designer, specialized in illustration and caricature. He was employed 

at the National Radio and Television of Slovenia. 

 

 

 

38. Alberto MORAVIA (1907 – 1990), author; Ciril ZLOBEC (1925-2018), translator; Andrej 

NOVAK (1935 – 2016), designer.  

 

Rimljanka [La Romana / The Woman from Rome] 

Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba 1957. 

 

8°:  414 pp, [1], original blue cloth binding with a silver illustration and dark blue embossed lettering, 

silver embossed lettering to the spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, dust jacket with minor 

tears and tiny loss of paper in the margins). 

 

The dust jacket for the translation of the novel La Romana was designed by the caricaturist Andrej 

Novak in a playful contemporary mid-century style, combining the impromptu lines, composing a female 

figure, and playfully set drawings of recognizable tourist attractions of Rome, influenced by the 

contemporary popular culture, such as the movie scenes from The American in Paris.  

 

References: OCLC 455965149.  

 

65 EUR 
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Andrej NOVAK (1935 – 2016). 

 

 

39. Mimi MALENŠEK (1919-1912), author; Andrej NOVAK (1935 – 2016), design.  

 

Črtomir in Bogomila 

Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba 1959. 

 

8°: 400 pp., [2],  original beige cloth binding with gilt embossed illustration on the cover, embossed 

colour tourquise label with git letterin on the spine, original illistrated dust-jacket (Very Good, minor, 

partly repaired tears to the dustjacket). 

 

A novel Črtomir in Bogomila, written by Mimi Malenšek (1919-1912), who is known as the most 

productive Slovenian female author of the 20th century, is set in the Alpne landscape around the Lake 

Bled in the time of Christianizing pagans in the 8th century and is based on the epus of a Slovenian poet 

France Prešeren from the 19th century. Črtomir, a fearles leader of the last group of pagans in the area, 

defending the last fortress in the mountains, falls in love in Bogomila, who already converted into 

Christianity. Črtomir eventually accepts the new religion and is baptised at the nearby waterfall. In that 

way he saves the Slavic bloodline in the area, which would otherwise be extinct and replaced by other 

Christian nations. 

The elegant mid-century dust jacket  represents the couple among blue lines, symbolizing the baptism, 

and the rising sun, as a sign of a new era. 

 

References: OCLC 440261495. 

 

65 EUR 
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Milan MIHELIČ (born 1925). 

 

This stunning rhythmical mid-century dust jacket was designed by one of the most prominent Slovenian 

(Yugoslavian) architects of public architecture of the second half of the 20th century, Milan Mihelič (born 

1925). For this book Mihelič also designed the embossed cloth covers and maps on the endpapers. 

Milan Mihelič (born 1925) was a younger brother of the academic artist France Mihelič, who also 

worked as book designer (see item no. 12).  

 

 

40. Božo ŠKERLJ (1908 – 1961), author; Milan MIHELIČ (born 1925), design. 

Neznana Amerika 1952 [Unknown America 1952] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska Knjiga 1955. 

8°: 202 pp. with interleaved two colour plates, [3], [16] black and white illustrations, green cloth binding 

with embossed figural decoration and gilt lettering on the cover and spine, loosely inserted errata (Very 

Good, minor scuffs on the spine, otherwise a seemingly unused example). 

 

A well written illustrated travelogue in a form of a diary by a Yugoslav / Slovenian anthropologist Božo 

Škerlj (1908 – 1961) to the United States with a goal to visit Native Americans. The maps on the 

endpapers show his route across the Atlantic Ocean and the route of his travel through the United States. 

The book won a state award for best literature for children and youth for 1955. 

A copy in a near mint condition. 

 

References: OCLC 7185684 & 504535620. 

 

110 EUR 
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Melita VOVK (born 1928) 

 

Melita Vovk (born 1928) studied at the Academy for Design and Applied Arts in Ljubljana in 1950s. Her 

professors were famous painters and illustrators such as Maksim Sedej, Božidar Jakac, and Riko 

Debenjak. Vovk, who has illustrated dosens of books, won many awards for her work in book design.  

  

 

41. Milan ŠEGA (1915-1998), author. Melita VOVK (born 1928), illustrator.  

 

Zgode in nezgode kraljevskega dvora [Stories and Sorries from the Royal Court]  

 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1957   

8°. 202 pp. with black and white and black and apricot colour illustrations, original illustrated apricot 

colour bindings, green linen spine with black printed title, original dustjacket, illustrated endpapers (Very 

Good, dust jacket with tiny tears). Code: 67517  

  

This is a first edition of a popular Slovenian book for children and youth by Milan Šega (1915-1998), an 

author and editor, who, as a member of the resistance, spent WWII in Italian prisons and later as a 

member of Italian partisans.  

The amusing colour and black and white illustrations were made by Melita Vovk. 

  

References: OCLC 441169344.  

 

65 EUR  
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Ive ŠUBIC (1922-1989) 

 

The book design and illustration of a Slovenian academic painter Ive Šubic (1922-1989) is strongly 

interleaved the aesthetics of post-WWII Yugoslav Socrealism.  

Šubic’es study of art in Zagreb was interrupted in the first years by WWII, when he joined the partisan 

movement, working actively as a soldier during most fierce battles and as an artist for pamphlets and 

propaganda, made by the underground presses.  

After the war Ive Šubic graduated in 1948, and became one of the most prominent Yugoslavian painters, 

mural painters and book illustrators. 

For Šubic’es illustrations and book covers are typical clear lines, flat shadowing and a scarce choice of 

colours, the characteristics which developed at the time of his printing activity with linocuts and a little 

choice of colour, when working for the underground presses during the war. 

The book design of Ive Šubic is a synonym of mostly children’s book illustrations of generations 

growing up in Yugoslavia from 1950s until the early 1990s.  

 

42. Vladimir KAVČIČ (1932-2014), author; Ive ŠUBIC (1922-1989), illustrator. 

 

Vaška komanda [The Village Command] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1955.  

 

8°: 145 pp. with illustrations within text, original illustrated binding (Very Good, binding slightly worn on the 

edges, small stamps of a de-accessed library/archive n the first blank page, otherwise a seemingly unused 

example). 

A book for youth, written by a Slovenian writer Vladimir Kavčič (1932-2014) includes a story about involvement 

of young people from a village in the underground movement of a national liberation fight during WWII. The 

cover design, glorifying the youth, Yugoslavia and liberation, with a symbol of a white dove, sitting on a 

blossoming tree, as a metaphor for the month of May, when the country was liberated, and the black and white 

illustrations were made by Ive Šubic (1922-1989). 

The book comes from a de-accessed archive of the publishing house and is in an unused condition. 

Worldcat records only two examples outside Slovenian libraries (Library of Congress and Indiana University).  

References: OCLC 440212354; Ujčič, Andrej: Šubic, Ive (1922–1989). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska 

akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013.  

 

75 EUR  
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Ive ŠUBIC (1922-1989) 

 

 

43. Milka KOVIČ, author; Ive ŠUBIC (1922-1989), illustrator. 

 

Partizanka [The Partisan Woman]. 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1962. 

 

8°: 88 pp., original green card boards, green cloth spine, illustration pasted on the front cover (Very 

Good, unused example). 

 

The author tells a touching story about a young female, describing the quick growing up with the 

beginning of the war and her entering the partisan army, and the change of characters and relationships 

between people in extreme situations.  

The book is dedicated to Majda Vrhovnik (1922-1945), a young female student of medicine, who joined 

the partisans during WWII, first as a courier of post and underground prints and later as a member of a 

committee for espionage, the liberation front and underground printing in Klagenfurt. After she was 

betrayed, she was arrested by the Gestapo, tortured in prison and shot only three days before the 

liberation. She was named a people's hero of Yugoslavia after her death. 

An imprint in the book mentions the cover design was taken from an original print by Ive Šubic made 

during the war by the underground press, in 1944, called “The Rest”.  

The book comes from a de-accessed archive / library of the publishing house and is in an unused 

condition.  

References: OCLC 439686677 & 25666440. 

 

95 EUR 
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Miha MALEŠ (1903-1987) 

 

Miha Maleš was an academic artist, who studied in Zagreb, Vienna and Prague, where he graduated. He 

was internationally recognized painter, engraver and illustrator, known for clear linear drawings. His 

style was described as expressionism in line. 

 

44. Krstju BELEV (Кръстьо Белев, 1908-1979), author; Katja ŠPUR, translator; Miha 

MALEŠ (1903-1987), designer and illustrator. 

 

Planina, Pirin planina [Mountain, Pirin Mountain]. 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga˙circa 1958´. 

 

8°: 124 pp. with illustrations within text, [2], original grey cloth binding with embossed figural 

decoration on the cover and red lettering on the spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, unused 

copy from a de-accessed archive / library of a publishing house, dust jacket with minor storage wear). 

 

The author Krstju Belev was born to Macedonian parents on the terror of the Ottoman Empire. The 

family soon migrated to Bulgaria, where Kristju soon got involved in the illegal communist movement, 

forcing him to leave the country. Belev was involved in many international political conferences and 

activities.  

The book, translated from Bulgarian, tells a story from the Pirin mountains, a mountain range in Bulgaria 

with a Macedonian minority, which Belev represented publicly. 

Maleš‘es dust jacket design, embossed figural decoration on the cover and linear drawings add a local 

flavour to the text. 

References: OCLC 755124332. 

 

75 EUR 
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Bara REMEC (1910-1991) 

 

Bara Remec (1910-1991) is one the most unappreciated and unresearched Yugoslav / Slovenian book 

designers, whose work was almost unknown and partly banned in her native country until recently, for 

the political motifs and due to her immigration to Buenos Aires after WWII.  

Bara Remec, born in Ljubljana, received her education at the Art Academy of Zagreb under Ivan 

Mestrović and before the WWII worked mostly as a painter, with successful exhibitions in Yugoslavia. 

She was also making book designs and illustrations, mostly in a connection with a Ljubljana literary 

circle, where her brother-in law Tine Debeljak was one of the leading editors and publishers. 

Days before the liberation of Ljubljana in May 1945, Bara Remec, left her homeland together with her 

father, sister Vera and her husband Tine Debeljak. They have continued with their work in refugee 

centres in Austria, Rome, and later in Argentina. For Remec the first steps in the art world in the new 

country were difficult in the first years. She got her first artistic job as a ceramic painter through a 

connection of now Buenos Aires-based daughter of the Croatian artist Ivan Mestrović, Remec’es 

professor from Yugoslavia.  

With the growing publication activity of the Yugoslav / Slovenian exiles to Buenos Aires, Bara Remec 

became the leading designer for their book covers for the decades to come. 

 

45. France BALANTIČ (1921-1943), poems; Tine DEBELJAK (1903-1939), introduction; Bara 

REMEC (1910-1991), illustrations. 

 

France Balantič 

 

Buenos Aires: Slovenska kulturna akcija 1956. 

 

8°: XXVIII, 169 pp. text with full page lithographs in black and red, [1] text, LI, original yellow linen 

binding with black embossed title on the cover and spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, first 

and last pages slightly age-toned, dust jacket with tiny tears). 

A rare book, printed in Slovenian language in Buenos Aires, is homage to a poet France Balantič, who 

was killed at a young age during WWII. It includes an introduction, a series of Balantič’s poems V ognju 

groze plapolam (I Flutter in the Fire of Horror) and expressionistic illustrations by an artist Bara Remec. 

Balantič, a victim of the war events, was at the beginning of WWII imprisoned in the the Gonars 

concentration camp by the Fascists. Upon his release he joined the anti-communist army and eventually 

the collaboration White Guard army. He was shot by the Partisans aged only 21. 

Because of his anti-communist activity Balantič’s poetry was banned after WWII in Yugoslavia. It only 

survived in the academic circles and among the exiles, which found new home in the South and North 

America. 

 

550 EUR  
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Marko RISTIĆ (1902 — 1984) 

 
 

Ristić was a leading figure of the Serbian surrealism, and also a Yugoslav ambassador in France between 

1945-1948. 

In 1961, Ristić‘s book with a stunning surrealistic photomontage in the style of 1920s and 1930s, made 

by the author himself, was published in Zagreb. The book is a collage of the author’s diaries and short 

stories.  

 

46. Marko RISTIĆ (1902 — 1984), text and design. 

Na dnevnom redu. 1955-1959. [On the Daily Schedule. 1955-1959]. 

Zagreb: Zora 1961.  

8°: 209 pp., [3] index, original white paper boards with dark red lettering, tan cloth spine with brown 

lettering, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, light foxing on edges, dust jacket slightly worn on 

the edges and with tiny loss of paper in the upper and lower part of the spine).  

References: OCLC 504159191 & 601679705. 

 

180 EUR 

 

 

 

  

https://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/1902
https://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/1984
https://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/1902
https://sh.wikipedia.org/wiki/1984
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

Vidic was a Slovenian academic painter, specialized in mural painting. During WWII, he was imprisoned 

in various prison camps. After the capitulation of Italy, he joined the partisans, where, in the underground 

presses, he learned to make effective prints from scarce material and means. Vidic was responsible for 

linocuts of one of the most beautiful books made by an underground press during the war, Zdravljica by 

Frence Prešeren, made for the end of the year 1944. The linoleum for the linocuts was stolen from a 

kitchen of an Alpine villa, which used to belong to the Yugoslav king. 

After the war Vidic entered the Art Faculty of Ljubljana, direction painting, and specialized in mural 

painting. Until his death in 1996, Janez Vidic was active as a painter, receiving many awards, and as a 

designer of high-quality book covers, which accompanied dozens of popular publications. 

 

47. Branko ĆOPIĆ (1915-1984), author; Tone POTOKAR, translator; Janez VIDIC (1923 –

1996); designer. 

 

Partizanske pripovedke [Приче партизанке / Partisan Stories] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1947 

 

8°: 106 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, [1], tan boards with illustrated cover, grey cloth 

spine with embossed lettering, original dustjacket with illustrated cover (traces of old paper label the 

upper left side of the dust jacket, old paper label in the upper left corner of the cover, a small stamp and 

numbers on the title page, old Yugoslav stamp on the inner side of the cover  – a copy from a de-accessed 

archive / library of a publishing house, otherwise a good, seemingly unused example). 

 

An early post-war collection of partisan stories for children and about children was translated from a 

Serbian original and printed on a cheap paper in the time of rationing. Branko Ćopić was a popular 

Yugoslav author of stories for children. 

This example comes from a de-accessed library / archive of a publishing house and is accompanied with 

an original dust-jacket which usually does not survive. The illustration on the dust jacket repeats on the 

front cover. 

References: OCLC 455949752. 

 

65 EUR  
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

48. Josip RIBIČIČ (1886-1969), author; Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996); designer. 

 

Rdeča pest [The Red Fist] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska Knjiga 1955.  

 

8°: 168 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, [2], original binding with illustrated cover (old 

numbering in the upper left side of the front cover, old paper label and numbers on the back cover, a 

small stamp and numbers on the first free blank endpaper – a copy from a de-accessed archive / library of 

a publishing house, binding slightly dusty with a small chip on the upper part of the spine). 

 

A novel for youth on a secret society of young girls and boys helping the partisan movement during 

WWII was published in 1955 in Ljubljana. The book won a national award of 1955 for best book for 

youth. The clear cover design by Janez Vidic is made in a tradition of underground prints. 

The author Josip Ribičič (1886-1969) was a teacher and one of the most famous authors of children’s 

books in Yugoslavia, especially before the WWII, when he was active in Slovenian language on the 

Italian occupied territory. After WWII he dedicated himself to children’s magazines, short stories and 

recording reminiscences of children, who actively participated in WW II. 

The book comes from a de-accessed archive / library of a publishing house.  

References: OCLC 439865320. 

 

65 EUR  
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

49. France ONIČ (1901-1075), author; Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996); designer. 

 

Luči na obali [Lights on the Coast] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1959.  

 

8°: (Very Good, seemingly unused example, minimal wear to the extremities of the spine, dust jacket 

with minimal age-toning and scuffing to the spine). 

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

Onič was an author of expressionistic poetry in 1920s and was cooperating with the literary magazine 

Three Swans (Trije Labodje), with only two numbers issued. The dust jacket is a stellar example of the 

playful lines of the mid-century modern.  

 

References: OCLC 452195592. Onič, Franc (1901–1975). Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija 

znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. http://www.slovenska-

biografija.si/oseba/sbi395740/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (22. januar 2019). Izvirna objava v: 

Slovenski biografski leksikon: 6. zv. Mrkun - Peterlin. Franc Ksaver Lukman Ljubljana, Zadružna 

gospodarska banka, 1935.  

 

75 EUR  
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

50. Peter Viertel (1920 – 2007), author; Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996), designer.  

 

Beli Lovec. Črno srce [White Hunter Black Heart] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1962.  

 

Small 8°: 404 pp., [2], originally illustrated binding, original illustrated dust jacket (minor wear to the 

binding, tiny partly repaired tears and loss of paper in the dustjacket, otherwise a seemingly unused 

example).  

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

This is a first Slovenian translation of an American novel White Hunter Black Heart by Peter Viertel, 

first published in 1953. 

The beautiful design of the covers and dustjacket, combining different techniques such as a black and 

white drawing, photomontage and lettering in a modern contemporary style, was made by Janez Vidic. 

According to the Worldcat, there are no known examples outside Slovenian libraries. 

 

References: OCLC 7389246.  

 

65 EUR  
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

 

51. Jože DULAR (1915-2000), author; Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996), designer. 

 

Krka umira [The River Krka is Dying] 

Maribor: Obzorja, 1963  

 

Small 8°: 451 pp., original green cloth binding with white and gilt embossed decoration on the cover and 

lettering on the spine, original illustrated dust jacket (light foxing on the edges, dust jacket with tiny tears 

and los of paper in the margins, repaired tears in the lower part of the dust jacket on the back, otherwise 

in a good condition).  

 

A novel Krka umira, or The River Krka is Dying, is decorated with a dust jackets in green tones, 

representing crayfish in the river bottom, with shadows of a boardwalk and river plants. The draft has 

been made by creating drawings with a sharp object over a crayon background in green, blue and dark-

green.  

 

References: OCLC 440834269. 

 

75 EUR  
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

52. France FILIPIČ (1919-2009), author; Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996), designer. 

 

Prvi pohorski partizani [The First Partisans of Pohorje]. 

Maribor: Obzorja 1965. 

 

8°: 367 pp. with black and white illustrations within text, [2], original tan cloth binding with brown 

embossed lettering on the front cover and spine, original dust jacket (dust jacket slightly age-toned with 

small partly repaired tears, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

A historical book on the first partisans in the hills of Pohorje, in the mountainous area in the northeast 

part of Slovenia, in Styria, includes first-hand information, photographs, biographies and copies of 

documents on this underground organization during WWII.  

The dust jacket, made by the academic artist Janez Vidic represents with its simple elegant lines the 

coldness of the wintery woods, where the partizans were hiding during the war. 

 

References: OCLC 9718219. 

 

65 EUR 
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Janez VIDIC (1923 –1996) 

 

 

53. Andrej HIENG (1925-2000), author; Jože POHLEN (1926-2005), designer. 

 

Osvajalec [The Conqueror] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1971 

 

Small square 8°: 112 pp., [2], illustrated wrappers (Very Good, minor wear to the wrappers, very lught 

scratches on the back). 

 

The first edition of a theatrical play on the Spanish conquerors in America by a Slovene playwright 

Andrej Hieng (1925-2000) was published in Maribor, with a cover design in a form of a woodcut by 

Janez Vidic  

 

References: OCLC 834343685 & 438830104. 

 

65 EUR  
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Jože POHLEN (1926-2005) 

 

Pohlen was an academic sculptor, schooled at the Art Institute in Florence and Art Academy in 

Ljubljana. He was loyal to his birth village Hrastovlje in Istria, where he spent all his adult life. In 1948, 

he discovered in the local church gothic Dance Macabre frescoes, which are until today one of main art 

historical treasures of the country, and one of the world’s most known Dance Macabre representations.  

 

54. Jack KEROUAC (1922-1969), author; Janez SIVEC, translator; Jože POHLEN (1926-

2005), designer. 

 

Na cesti [On the Road] 

Koper: Lipa 1967 

 

8°: 309 pp., [1], red card boards with white lettering, grey cloth spine with red lettering, original 

illustrated wrappers (Very Good, edges with minor foxing, dustjacket with minor wear and tiny tears in 

margins). 

 

The first Slovenian translation of Kerouac’s novel On the Road, was published in 1967 in Koper with a 

stunning Pohlen’s design with a photomontage, combined of photographs of rocks, cars and drawings of 

portraits.  

The book was published in Koper, a city close to the Pohlen’s home village, on the warm coastal region, 

which in the late 1960s and 1970s embraced the hippie movement.  

References: OCLC 441367672 & 38889073.  

 

220 EUR  
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Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971)  
 

Vagaja was a painted, designer and stage designer, also active in the underground printing during WWII. 

During his career he drafted more than 100 book designs.  The Metropolitan Museum picked up on his 

work for the exhibition Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia, 1948–1980. 

 

55. Tit VIDMAR (1929-1999), author; Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971), designer.  

 

Lirika [Lyrics]. 

Maribor: Obzorja 1958. 

 

Small 8°: 109 pp., [1], original patterned blue binding with gilt lettering on the cover, original illustrated 

dust jacket (Very Good, minor wear to the covers and dustjacket, dust jacket with tiny los of paper in the 

upper part).  

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

A simple book cover and dust jacket, composed from crayon lines, with mid-century forms was drafted 

by Uroš Vagaja for a first edition of collection of poems by Tit Vidmar.  

Only the British Library seem to hold a copy outside Slovenia, according to the Worldcat. The other 

examples appear to be electronic copies.  

 

Bibliography: OCLC 504889221 & 442536136. Bernik, Stane: Vagaja, Uroš (1920–1971). Slovenska 

biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 2013. 

http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi753536/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (21. januar 2019). 

Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 13. zv. Trubar - Vodaine. Alfonz Gspan, Jože Munda in 

Fran Petrè Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1982. Vidmar, Tit (1929–1999). 

Slovenska biografija. Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, Znanstvenoraziskovalni center SAZU, 

2013. http://www.slovenska-biografija.si/oseba/sbi786198/#slovenski-biografski-leksikon (21. januar 

2019). Izvirna objava v: Slovenski biografski leksikon: 13. zv. Trubar - Vodaine. Alfonz Gspan, Jože 

Munda in Fran Petrè Ljubljana, Slovenska akademija znanosti in umetnosti, 1982. 

 

55 EUR  
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Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971)  

 
 

56. Max FRISCH (1911-1991), author; Vital KLABUS (1932-2016), translator; Uroš VAGAJA 

(1920–1971), designer.  

 

Naj mi bo ime Gantenbein [Mein Name sei Gantenbein / Gantenbein or A Wilderness of Mirrors] 

Ljubljana: DZS 1965. 

 

8°: 286 pp., [1], original yellow cloth binding with blue and gilt illustration on the cover and blue 

embossed lettering on the spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, light stain on the fore-edge, 

dust jacket with minimal wear). 

 

A Slovenian translation of a Swiss novel Mein Name sei Gantenbein, was issued one year after the first 

edition of the original. On the dustjacket Vagaja caught the self-reflective mood of the narrator. The 

cover of the book, on the contrary, is only stamped with the first two letters of the imaginary name 

Gantenbein, leaving the reader wondering about the changing identity of the main character.     

References: OCLC 72335224.  

 

65 EUR  
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Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971)  
  

57. Ernest HEMINGWAY (1899-1961), author; Janko MODER (1914-2006), translator; Uroš 

VAGAJA (1920–1971), designer. 

 

Imaš in nimaš [To Have and Have Not] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1965.  

 

8°: 220 pp., [1], original brown cloth boards with embossed blank and red lettering, brown calf spine 

with geometrical forms in black, brown and orange and gilt lettering, original illustrated dust jacket 

(Very Good unused example, minor foxing to the upper part of the front cover, dust jacket with light age-

toning in the upper part of the front, a small tear in the lower part of the front cover of the dust jacket). 

 

Uroš Vagaja’s dust jacket with water motif was made for the Slovenian translation of Hemingway’s To 

Have and Have Not. 

 

References: OCLC 246994077. 

 

85 EUR 
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Uroš VAGAJA (1920–1971)  
 

58. Ernest HEMINGWAY (1899-1961), author; Rado BORDON (1915-1992), translator; Uroš 

VAGAJA (1920–1971), designer. 

 

Zbogom orožje [A Farewell to Arms] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1972. 

 

Small 8°: 407 pp., original blue boards with illustrated cover, black calf spine with yellow and red 

lettering, original illustrated dust jacket (Mint unused condition). 

(Photographed are the book and the dust jacket next to each other). 

 

A beautifully designed dust jacket with a corresponding motif on the cover was made for a translation of 

Hemingway’s novel A Farewell to Arms in 1972 by Uroš Vagaja. An example in a near mint condition. 

Worldcat only lists a copy in Brandeis University Library outside Slovenia. 

 

References: OCLC 438731708. 

 

95 EUR 
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Jakica (Jakobina) 

ACCETTO (1924–1998) 

 

Jakica Accetto (1924-1998) has been until today an underappreciated and not well researched 

draftswoman, book designer, illustrator and interior decorator, although the Metropolitan Museum picked 

up on her work for the exhibition Toward a Concrete Utopia, Architecture in Yugoslavia, 1948–1980.  

Her book designs with an emphasis on mid-century modern stand out for their synchronized rhythmical 

geometrical forms in contemporary colours, sharp lines and an astonishing photogenic quality.  

 

 

59. John ERSKINE (1879 –1951), author; Boris VERBIČ (1913-1984), translator; Jakica 

(Jakobina) ACCETTO (1924–1998), designer. 

 

Kratkotrajna sreča Françoisa Villona [The Brief Hour of Francois Villon] 

Ljubljana: DZS 1964. 

 

8°: 331 pp., [1], original cloth binding with red and gilt embossed lettering on the cover and on the spine, 

original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, a seemingly unused example, dust jacket with minor wear on 

the edges, mostly on the upper part of the spine).  

 

A stellar example of Accetto’s book design was made for a 1964 Slovenian translation of Erskine’s The 

Brief Hour of Francois Villon. 

 

References: OCLC 438813786. 

 

65 EUR 
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Oton POLAK (1917-2011) 
 

 

Polak was a Maribor-based academic artist, who studied art in Zagreb before the war, and in Ljubljana 

after the war. He specialized in painting under Gabrijel Stupica and graphics under Božidar Jakac. Until 

his death at the age of 94, Polak was active as an artist, illustrator and graphic designer. 

 

60. Marguerite DURAS (1914-1996), author; Janko MODER (1914-2006), translator; Oton 

POLAK (1917-2011), designer. 

 

Boj z morjem [Un barrage contre le Pacifique / The Sea Wall] 

Maribor: Obzorja 1960. 

 

8°: 302 pp., [1], original blue cloth binding with gilt embossed cover decoration and gilt lettering on the 

spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, tiny, partly repaired tears in margins of the dust jacket, 

old dedication in blue ink on the first blank endpaper). 

 

Polak’s well-designed dust jacket, with modern mid-century lines, representing the meaningless fight of 

hands with the sea, was made for the Slovenian translation of the book Un barrage contre le Pacifique 

(The Sea Wall, or in Slovenian Fighting against the Sea), originally published in 1950, and adapted for a 

movie in 1957.  

The book was published in Maribor, the home town of the artist Oton Polak.  

Outside Slovenian libraries Worldcat only records one example abroad (Slovene National and Study 

Library). 

References: OCLC 454642192. 

 

65 EUR 
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Marjan TRŠAR (1922 – 2010) 
 

Marjan Tršar (1922 – 2010) was one of Slovenia’s and Yugoslavia’s most famous artists. His intention to 
study was interrupted by the war. Tršar’s wartime story is complex and more than a little unusual. Upon the 
Axis invasion of Yugoslavia in April 1941, he joined the Royal Yugoslavian Army. However, he was soon 
captured and sent to prison in Croatia. He was released shortly thereafter and returned to Ljubljana. There he 
fell afoul of the Italian occupiers, who sent him to a concentration camp at Gonars, Italy, where he reminded 
until the collapse of the Italian regime in September 1943.  

In Gonars, he made as series of drawings of the camp that were much admired in Partisan circles. Upon re-
gaining his freedom, Tršar decided to support the collaborationist cause. While his motives for switching 
sides are unclear, it has been speculated that he desperately needed money and wanted to avoid being re-
incarcerated. He proceeded to design propaganda illustrations for the Domobranci, a collaborating Slovenian 
army.  

At the end of the war he was captured by the Partisans and given a death sentence. However, one of the 
Partisans, remembering the artist from Gonars and recalling his drawings of the camp, successfully appealed 
for clemency for Tršar.  He was soon released and went on to become one of Slovenia’s most famous and 
long-enduring artists, after finishing the Art Academy, with specialization in printing, passing away in 2010, at 
the age of 88. 

 

61. Ladislav LENČEK (1914—1993), editor; Marjan TRŠAR (1922 - 2010), design and illustrations.  

Misijonski Koledar 1945 [Missionary Calendar 1945]. 

Ljubljana: Ljudska tiskarna [1944]. 

8°: 112 pp. with black and white and colour illustrations within text, first pages printed in black and light blue and 

full page original woodcuts, original illustrated wrappers (Very Good, wrappers with minor wear on the sides and 

tiny tears on the spine and on the back, minor water-staining in the margins of the last pages). 

This unusual, beautifully designed book in Slovenian language, made in the late 1944 by the Catholic church, 

reports on the missions and missionaries from all over the world, but mostly form China, Asia and North 

America.The first pages with a calendar for 1945 are decorated with a simple, but highly decorative wood-cut 

ornament in black and light blue, impersonating an oriental silk pattern. The woodcuts inside, showcasing oriental 

scenes and portraits, and an original colour wood-cut, representing Mary with Jesus as an oriental woman, on the 

cover were made by a young artist Marjan Tršar (1922 - 2010), who subsequently became one of Slovenia’s and 

Yugoslavia’s most famous artists.  

The booklet is in a surprisingly good, seemingly unread condition. The survival rate of such book would be very 

rare, since they were thrown away after the year expired. The Catholic calendars, especially those from WWII and 

illustrated by an artist, accused of collaborating, were also not treated favourably under the new Tito’s post WWII 

regime. 

This was the last number of the calendar, which was issued from 1917 on. We could find nine examples of this 

issue in Slovenian libraries (OCLC 442635358) and possible another copy at the University of British Columbia 

Library (OCLC 604841193).  

350 EUR 
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Marjan TRŠAR (1922 – 2010) 

 
 

 

62. France KOBLAR (1889-1975), author; Marjan TRŠAR (1922 – 2010), designer. 

 

Slovenska Dramatika [The Slovenian Dramatics] 

Ljubljana: Slovenska matica 1973.  

 

2 volumes, both small 4°: Volume 1: 251 pp. with illustrations within text, [2], brown cloth binding with 

gilt lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated dustjacket. Volume 2: 289 pp. with illustrations 

within text, [1], tan cloth binding with gilt lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated dustjacket. 

(Very Good, seemingly unused examples, minor storage wear to the dustjackets, old numbering on the 

last page of Vol. 1).  

 

A classic review of the history of Slovenian theatre in two volumes was written by a theatre critic, 

translator and literary historian France Koblar (1889-1975) and issued with abstract dust jackets, 

designed by academic artist Marjan Tršar.  

The pair is in a rare to find, seemingly unused condition with only minor wear on the dustjackets. 

According to Worldcat five libraries outside Slovenia seem to hold the both volumes (Dušan Černe 

Library – Trieste, University and City Library in Cologne, National and Study Library – Trieste, 

Bavarian State Library, Università di Padova - Biblioteca di Lingue e Letterature Anglo-Germaniche e 

Slave) 

 

References: OCLC 437398948. 

 

75 EUR 
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Boro ROTOVNIK (1944-2004) 

 

 

Boro (Boris) Rotovnik was a versatile artist, graphic and stage designer, architect and photographer. He was 

schooled as an architect, but is today mostly remembered by his black and white field photographs from the streets 

of Ljubljana, with an emphasis on architecture, which offer a valuable visual information on the development of 

the city.  

 

63. Hans Hellmut KIRST (1914-1989), author; Silvester ŠKERL (1903-1973), translator; Boro 

(Boris) ROTOVNIK, (1944-2004), designer.  

 

Pravica pesti [Faustrecht] 

Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba 1970 

 

8°: 236 pp., [2], original white cloth binding with gilt embossed lines on the cover, black embossed 

lettering on the cover and spine, original illustrated dust jacket (old dedication on the first blank page, 

minor damage to the upper part of the spine on the dustjacket, otherwise in a good condition). 

 

For a Slovenian translation of a German novel Faustrecht Boto Rotovnik designed an unusual avant-

garde dust jacket, mixed with contemporary psychedelic forms. 

 

References: OCLC 441020644.  

 

55 EUR  
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Zvest APOLLONIO (1935 – 2009) 

 

Zvest Apollonio was a Slovenian academic painter and stage designer, working in the coastal area, where 

he was a popular figure. He studied at the Academy of Fine Arts in Ljubljana and specialized in painting 

under professor Gabrijel Stupica. Between 1973 and 1989 Apollonio was a professor for printing at the 

academy. He was an exceedingly active artist, participating on numberless exhibitions. 

 

 

64. Pavle ZIDAR (nom de plume Timotej NOČ, born Zdravko SLAMNIK, 1932-1992), author; 

Zvest APOLLONIO (1935 – 2009), designer. 

 

Sveta Barbara [Saint Barbara] 

Koper: Lipa 1972. 

 

Small 8°: 418 pp., original blue cloth binding with colour embossed decoration and lettering on the cover 

and spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, seemingly unused example, minor wear on the dust 

jacket).  

 

The author of a novel Saint Barbara, published on the coastal town Koper, with a striking hippie-style 

dust jacket, was one of the most productive Slovenian writers of the 20th century Pavle Zidar (born 

Zdravko Slamnik, and here signed Timotej Noč), who at the time partly lived on a coastal town Lucija.  

The author of the dust jacket is Zvest Apollonio, an academic artist from the same area, which more than 

any other parts of the country embraced the hippie movement in the 1960s and early 1970s.  

References: OCLC 452540241. 

 

55 EUR  
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Zvest APOLLONIO (1935 – 2009) 

 

 

65. Pavle ZIDAR (born Zdravko SLAMNIK, 1932-1992), author; Zvest APOLLONIO (1935 – 

2009), designer. 

 

Hokuspokus Kaplan [Hocus Pocus Chaplain] 

Koper: Lipa 1973. 

 

8°: 286 pp., [1]. Original black cloth binding with gilt lineal decoration and red embossed lettering on the 

cover and spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, dust jacket with minor wear and tiny tears in 

margins). 

 

The author of a novel describing life of two priests in a remote coastal village, with all the good and bad 

sides about it and the relations between generations, published on the coastal town Koper, was one of the 

most productive Slovenian writers of the 20th century Pavle Zidar (born Zdravko Slamnik), who at the 

time partly lived on a coastal town Lucija.  

The author of the dust jacket, combining the photomontage with modern and traditional drawing, is Zvest 

Apollonio, an academic artist from the same area.  

 

References: OCLC 9906559. 

 

55 EUR  
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Nadja FURLAN-LORBEK 
 

Nadja Furlan-Lorbek, schooled as an architect, is an underappreciated and until now not well researched 

designer, whose name appears on numberless books in various languages, including on books, published 

in the United States. 

 

 

66. Mika WALTARI, author (1908-1979); Janko MODER (1914-2006), translator; Nadja 

FURLAN-LORBEK, designer. 

 

Turms nesmrtni [Turms kuolematon / The Etruscan]. 

Ljubljana: Cankarjeva založba 1961. 

 

8°: 652 pp., [2], original white cloth binding with gilt and black embossed decoration on the cover and 

spine, original illustrated dust jacket (Very Good, dust jacket with small, partly repaired tears in 

margins). 

 

The design for the Slovenian translation of the Finnish historical novel The Etruscan (Turms 

kuolematon) with white cloth binding, decorated with embossed figural decoration in antique style, and a 

dust jacket with motifs, composed of forms of an ancient mosaic, was drafted by an architect Nadja 

Furlan-Lorbek. 

 

References: OCLC 442466849. 

 

75 EUR 
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Nadja FURLAN 
 

 

 

67. Joseph HELLER (1923-1999), author; Gitica JAKOPIN (1928-1996), translator; Nadja 

FURLAN, designer.  

 

Kavelj 22 [Catch 22] 

Ljubljana: Mladinska knjiga 1977. 

 

2 volumes, both 8°. Volume 1: 268 pp., [2], original red cloth binding with gilt embossed pattern and 

embossed lettering on the cover, gilt embossed lettering on the spine, black endpapers, original 

dustjacket. Volume 2: 317 pp., [1], original red cloth binding with gilt embossed pattern and embossed 

lettering on the cover, gilt embossed lettering on the spine, black endpapers, original dustjacket. (Very 

Good, dustjackets with minimal wear, a tiny hole in the joint of vol. 1 (prob. a factory mistake)). 

 

A Slovenian translation of the legendary novel Catch 22 with a striking, visually effective dustjacket, 

combining the photomontage with a psychedelic hypnotizing pattern, symbolizing the eternity and 

absurdity of the bureaucratic, made by a female designer Nadja Furlan.  

 

100 EUR 
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© 2019 Antiquariat Daša Pahor GbR – Alexander Johnson & Daša Pahor 

Alle Festbestellungen werden in der Reihenfolge des Bestelleingangs ausgeführt. Das Angebot ist freibleibend. 

Unsere Rechnungen sind zahlbar netto nach Empfang. Bei neuen und uns unbekannten Kunden behalten wir und 

das Recht vor, gegen Vorausrechnung zu liefern. Preise verstehen sich in EUR. Rückgaberecht: 1 Monat.  

Zusendung Weltweit ist kostenlos. 

 

All items are subject to prior sale and are at the discretion of the vendor.  

Possession of the item(s) does not pass to the client until the invoice has been paid in full. Prices are in EURO. All 

items are subject to return within 1 month of date or invoice, provided the item is returned in the same condition as 
which it was sold.  

The vendor offers free worldwide shipping. 


